
About Powerbeam
The Powerbeam system is an advanced Utility 
Pole reinstatement technology, incorporating 
a range of vertical beams and connectors, and 
when installed form a new composite pole.

This technology is separate and substantially 
di�erent from other systems and protected by 
intellectual property, copyright and registered 
design.

Powerbeam Pole Nails are an economically and 
environmentally responsible utlity pole 
re-instatement solution.

Powerbeam is designed, 
manufactured, galvanized 
and tested, in  Australia by
a wholly owned Australian 
company.

 Proven track record, used by utility companies for 
over 30 years

 Our systems are installed in locations which have 
been battered by category 5 cyclones, and 
Powerbeam has stood strong

 Over 100,000 Powerbeam’s in use all over Australia

 Available in 4 Sizes to suit all applications

 Engineered and tested to meet AS/NZ 7000:2010

 The most economical method to re-instate an aging 
utility pole

 Simple to install, up to 30 a day is possible with one 
team and a machine

www.powerbeam.com.au
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This burnt out pole is a classic in service test,  with “no sound 

wood” and the Powerbeam is still supporting the utility pole. It 

demonstrates the strength and usefulness of the Powerbeam 

system.

It was discovered by a routine pole inspection audit. A bush �re 

had swept the area, burning o� part of the pole. Despite this 

catastrophe, the pole was securely held in place for some time 

without loss of service. This long duration is evident by grass 

having grown over the scorched earth which had subsequently 

died o� in the dry season.

Each beam is driven alongside the utility pole by a small mobile 
pile driver. 

The transfer of loads from the pole to the reinstatement system 
is via specially designed and tested connectors and the whole 
system is bound together with bolts.  

The installation process is quick, taking a two-man team in one 
articulated rig only twenty minutes from start to drive away.

Simple Installation

Powerbeam - A Success Story From the Field

Available in 4 Sizes - To suit any application
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